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a b s t r a c t 

Noxious events that can cause physical damage to the body are perceived as threats. In the brainstem, the pe- 

riaqueductal gray (PAG) ensures survival by generating an appropriate response to these threats. Hence, the 

experience of pain is coupled with threat signaling and interfaces in the dl/l and vlPAG columns. In this study, 

we triangulate the functional circuits of the dl/l and vlPAG by using static and time-varying functional connec- 

tivity (FC) in multiple fMRI scans in healthy participants ( n = 37, 21 female). The dl/l and vlPAG were activated 

during cue, heat, and rating periods when the cue signaled a high threat of experiencing heat pain and when the 

incoming intensity of heat pain was unknown. Responses were significantly lower after low threat cues. The two 

regions responded similarly to the cued conditions but showed prominent distinctions in the extent of FC with 

other brain regions. Thus, both static and time-varying FC showed significant differences in the functional circuits 

of dl/l and vlPAG in rest and task scans. The dl/lPAG consistently synchronized with the salience network and 

the thalamus, suggesting a role in threat detection, while the vlPAG exhibited more widespread synchronization 

and frequently connected with memory/language and sensory regions. Hence, these two PAG regions process 

heat pain when stronger pain is expected or when it is uncertain, and preferentially synchronize with distinct 

brain circuits in a reproducible manner. The dl/lPAG seems more directly involved in salience detection, while 

the vlPAG seems engaged in contextualizing threats. 
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. Introduction 

Pain can be experienced even before a noxious event causes harm,

nd the experience of pain is necessary for predicting the resulting tis-

ue damage. Pain intensity conveys information about the threat level

erceived from a noxious event. However, this process is bi-directional;

he bottom-up nociceptive input is processed and modulated by top-

own factors such as cues, inferred context and prior mental states

 Bouton and Bolles, 1979 ; Fadok et al., 2017 ; LeDoux and Daw, 2018 ). 

Top-down factors modulate nociceptive input and alter the experi-

nce of pain through a connected network of cortical and brainstem

egions ( Lin et al., 2014 ; Fields, 2018 ). Of specific importance in the

rainstem are the periaqueductal gray (PAG) and rostral ventromedial

edulla (RVM) ( Basbaum and Fields, 1984 ; Lumb, 2004 ). Projections

rom this system descend to the spinal cord to alter spinal dorsal horn
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ot been thoroughly tested for reproducibility ( Harrison et al., 2010 ;

adua et al., 2014 ; George et al., 2019 ). 

The PAG is organized in four columnar subdivisions of which the dor-

olateral/lateral (dl/lPAG) and ventrolateral (vlPAG) regulate responses

o nociceptive inputs ( Carrive, 1993 ). This columnar organization has

een recorded in a few animal studies ( Lumb et al., 2002 ; Keay and

andler, 2002 ) and was more recently demonstrated with brain imag-

ng in humans ( Ezra et al., 2015 ; Coulombe et al., 2016 ). The dl/lPAG

s functionally organized for generating responses that require a sym-

athetic motor fight, flight, and fright response ( Kincheski et al., 2012 ;

ochny et al., 2013 ; Watson et al., 2016 ). It receives inputs from noci-

eptors that have high conduction velocities (A-delta fibers), producing

harp pain sensations with shorter attention latencies ( Bandler et al.,

000 ; Parry et al., 2008 ; Koutsikou et al., 2017 ) and is linked with rapid

nd active responses to physical threats ( Roelofs, 2017 ). The vlPAG re-
207, Department of Anesthesia, Pain Management & Perioperative Medicine, 
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eives nociceptive input from, among others, the slow conduction poly-

odal C-fibers ( Benarroch, 2012 ; Lumb et al., 2002 ; Satpute et al., 2013 ;

ovote et al., 2016 ) that modulate parasympathetic responses, and is in-

olved in freezing behavior in response to threats ( Faull et al., 2016 ). As

uch, it is implicated in passive emotional coping strategies such as qui-

scence, vasodepression, and freeze and appease responses ( Keay et al.,

997 ; Carrive et al., 1997 ). The respective roles of these two regions in

rocessing threat and pain are deduced from animal studies and has not

een thoroughly studied in the human brain. 

Here, we study activation and functional connectivity in three task-

elated and one resting state MR scan from a dataset designed for in-

estigations of cued pain response in healthy subjects. During the task,

isual cues suggested the incoming stimulus intensity, referred to here

s cued threat. Participants observed the cued threat (prediction), expe-

ienced heat pain stimuli (sensory evidence), and then rated the evoked

ain intensity. The effects of the cues were evaluated by comparing pain

atings after presenting cues that signaled high or low cued threat, or

hen the strength of incoming stimulus was unknown. We used a data-

riven technique ( Hashmi et al., 2013 ) for measuring PAG responses

o the three selected conditions. Next, we tested the brain-wide circuits

hat dl/l and vlPAG participated in. Towards this goal, we first looked at

he synchronizations between dl/l and vlPAG with other brain regions

uring the epochs in which high, low, and unknown pain threats were

resented visually before the heat stimuli at the same intensity. Sec-

nd, we compared whole brain dl/l and vlPAG functional connectivity

or the entire resting state and task scans. Third, we used time varying

unctional connectivity (TVFC) to instantiate whether the dl/lPAG and

lPAG behave synchronously with other brain regions from moment to

oment when observed under the same experimental conditions. Using

he TVFC method, we identified differences in regions connecting pref-

rentially with dl/lPAG and vlPAG on a moment to moment basis. We

lso assessed if these regions differ in the total number of nodes that they

onnect with. To gain complementary insights from static and dynamic

unctional connectivity analysis, we assessed the brain wide connectiv-

ty of dl/lPAG and vlPAG during rest and task scans with static and with

ime-varying FC. This triangulation using multiple approaches consis-

ently demonstrated significant and whole brain corrected differences

n the dl/lPAG and vlPAG connectivity patterns. The within-subject de-

ign, combined with the use of a large number of volumes from different

ypes of scans (rest and task), diverse analytical approaches (activation,

tatic and time-varying functional connectivity), and observations from

 control brainstem ROI, were used to establish the validity of the find-

ngs. 

. Methods 

Study data. This study is a component of a larger study directed

t developing biopsychosocial and neurological markers associated

ith treatment failure in chronic back pain (clinicalTrials.gov: RCT

NCT02991625). The main goal of the larger study is to establish the

cope and limitations of neuroimaging for identifying reproducible and

eliable findings from brain data that can pinpoint chronic pain mech-

nisms. In this study, we investigate the specificity and reproducibility

f properties of the PAG columnar pathways in healthy controls. The

ask design and whole-brain, voxel-wise activations in task-related data

ave previously been published ( Lim et al., 2020 ). This study delineates

he activations, task-related synchronizations, and functional connec-

ivity characteristics of the PAG columns in a model-free, data-driven

anner. 

Participants. The study protocol was approved by the Nova Sco-

ia Health Research Ethics Board. Data was collected in healthy partici-

ants (21 female; mean age ± SD of 31.23 ± 10.91 years; range of 20–56

ears). From the 42 subjects who participated in the study, resting-state

ata was successfully collected from 39 participants and complete pain

ask scans were available in 38 subjects. Participants were excluded if

hey (1) had ongoing acute or chronic pain, were (2) taking pain med-
2 
cation, (3) pregnant, or (4) unfit for MRI scanning (i.e., cardiac and

espiratory conditions that would lead to interference with the study,

etal implants, dental braces, claustrophobia), or (5) had neurologi-

al or psychiatric disorders. Before pain task scans, all participants first

nderwent structural and resting-state fMRI scans. Subsequently, they

nderwent task scans while performing the pain expectation task de-

cribed below. 

Study protocol. The first set of psychophysical measurements col-

ected were heat evoked pain threshold and heat evoked pain tolerance.

ext, participants were trained in seeing visual cues across a screen,

xperiencing a heat stimulus, and rating the intensity of their pain on

 scale in response to said heat stimuli, which were held at 45 °C and

7 °C in a random order. 

Epoch design. For a summary depiction, see Fig. 1 A. The visual cues

resented during the task would either predict the stimulus intensity

example: “the incoming heat stimulus is at 9% intensity ”) or prompt

hat the stimulus intensity is unknown ( “the incoming heat stimulus

ntensity is unknown ”). The visual cues lasted 4.75 s, and were followed

y a delay screen of 1.9 s (black screen with white fixation cross). Heat

timuli started from a baseline temperature (35 °C), increased to plateau

t a peak intensity, then decreased back down to baseline, at a rate of

 °C/second. Each stimulus lasted 8 s. Plateau durations were dependent

n the peak intensity; thus, a peak intensity of 45 °C and 47 °C would

ast for 3 and 2 s, respectively. After another delay screen of 4.75 s,

articipants rated their perceived pain experience within 6 s with the

umerical rating scale (NRS). The interval between epochs was jittered

t delays of 1.9s-8.55 s. 

Task conditions. Pain task scans consisted of three types of epochs:

atched, mismatched at level 1, and mismatched at level 2. See Fig. 1 B-

 for a schematic. 

The first run consisted of epochs containing only the matched condi-

ion, where the cue-values correctly predicted the heat stimulus inten-

ity. In the matched condition run, participants experienced peak stim-

lus temperatures (43.8–47 °C) that changed linearly with the stimulus

ntensity values shown in the cues. In this run, cues were shown as a

ange of 10 points: for instance, the cues would read that the incoming

timulus intensity is at 11–20%. Thus, each time the cue value range in-

reased or decreased by 10 points, the stimulus temperature increased or

ecreased by 0.4 °C. Thus, participants were trained to predict the pain

ntensity from the cue values. The neuroimaging data from the matched

un was collected in only 19 participants and was thus not used in the

resent study. This task run was designated as the training run, while

ubsequent runs were designated as test runs. The three test runs were

dministered while simultaneously collecting task fMRI scans. Hence,

he three test runs are denoted in this paper as task scans 1 to 3. 

In the three test runs, epochs containing prediction errors were intro-

uced and discrete cue values were shown: for example, the cue would

ead that the incoming stimulus intensity is at 15%. Thus, in the first

est run (also called mismatched condition level 1), cue values ranging

rom 0–40 were paired with a 45 °C stimulus only and cue values rang-

ng from 60–100 were presented before 47 °C stimuli. In other epochs,

he 45 °C and the 47 °C were paired with cue values identical to those

n the matched run. This type of pairing produced a range of predic-

ion errors (difference between expected and actual stimulus intensity)

arying from 0–1.2 °C. All epochs were presented in a pseudorandom

rder. 

In the remaining two test runs (labeled as mismatched condition

evel 2), epochs containing higher prediction errors were introduced,

ith low threat cues ranging from 1–30 now paired with 47 °C stim-

li. The prediction errors for these epochs thus ranged from 1.3–3.2 °C.

n order to prevent extinction effects, epochs containing the lower pre-

iction errors of 0–1.2 °C as in the mismatch level 1 were also used.

ence, cues ranging from 1–40 were paired with a 45 °C stimulus. Simi-

arly, cues ranging from 60–100 were presented with 47 °C stimuli. This

pproach of combining epochs produced prediction errors at a range

f 0–3.2 °C, with which we could measure pain responses for cue val-
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Fig. 1. A schematic depiction of the experimental methods and conditions. [A] Participants were first prompted with threat cues (1–100) that either displayed 

estimates of the incoming stimulus intensities (top left) or the stimulus intensities were said to be unknown (bottom left). The noxious heat stimuli were then 

delivered to the participants. Subsequently, participants were prompted to give pain ratings ranging from 0–100. There were three conditions that arose from this 

experimental paradigm. [B] Matched condition. The threat cue matched incoming stimulus intensity. [C] Mismatched condition. The threat cues increased linearly 

while the stimulus intensity stayed constant at 47 °C. Low threat cues include 1–20. High threat cues include 91–100. [D] Unknown threat condition. The threat cue 

did not give an intensity value (see 1A, bottom left). The threat intensity was held constant at 47 °C. Therefore, there were no cued threats. 
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on the activation results. 
es ranging from 0–100 paired with the exact same stimulus intensity of

7 °C. Using these epochs, and by sorting them in ascending order based

n cue-values, we have previously reported that, although the stimulus

ntensity remained the same, the pain responses linearly increased with

he cue values, suggesting a strong impact of top-down cues on pain.

here was a marked difference in pain ratings where response to stim-

li paired with low threat cues (1–30) was attenuated relative to the

esponse to those paired with high threat cues for the same stimulus

emperature of 47 °C ( Lim et al., 2020 ). The large effect size of this

ifference allowed us to investigate the brain systems that alter pain in-

ensity with changes in the expectation of pain threats. In this study, we

sed the responses on the extreme ends for our analyses, by selecting

pochs paired with the 47 °C stimuli containing the highest threat cues

range 90–100) and the lowest threat cues (range 1–20). 

In addition, we used epochs in which the cues signaled that “the

ncoming heat stimulus intensity is unknown ”, that were interspersed

etween the cued condition. These epochs were presented with either

5 °C or 47 °C stimuli. In this study, the ‘unknown’ cues paired with

7 °C stimuli were used in the analysis. Responses from 4–6 repetitions

or each type of epoch (high threat: HT, low threat: LT) and unknown

hreat (unknown) were averaged. 

. Functional MRI scans and preprocessing 

Functional MRI scans were collected using a 3T MRI scanner (Dis-

overy MR750; General Electric Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA)

ith a 32-channel head coil (MR Instruments, Inc.; Minneapolis, MN,

SA) at the Halifax Infirmary Site, QEII Health Sciences Centre, Hal-

fax, NS, Canada. To support patient comfort and minimize motion,

articipants’ heads were fitted with foam padding, ear plugs were

sed to minimize the sound levels, and reminders were given be-

ore each scan to keep their head still. The following protocol was

sed for T1-weighted brain images (GE sequence 3D IR-FSPGR): field

f view = 224 × 224 mm; in-plane resolution = 1 mm × 1 mm; slice
3 
hickness = 1.0 mm; TR/TE = 4.4/1.908 milliseconds; flip angle = 9°. The

MRI BOLD (blood oxygenation level dependent) sequence protocol used

 multi-band EPI sequence: field of view = 216 × 216 mm; in-plane

esolution = 3 mm × 3 mm; slice thickness = 3.0 mm; TR/TE = 950/30 mil-

iseconds, SENSE factor of 2, acceleration factor of 3. The number of

otal volumes was: 500 for resting state scans, 814 for the training scan

nd 624 for the three pain task scans. Reverse phase encoded images

ere also acquired for the application of FSL’s topup for distortion cor-

ection. 

All functional datasets were corrected for field map-based distor-

ion. Data was preprocessed with AFNI ( http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni )

nd FSL ( http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl ) with the scripts

rovided by 1000 Functional Connectomes Project

 http://www.nitrc.org/projects/fcon_1000 ). All of the following

teps for preprocessing were adapted from the parent study ( Lim et al.,

020 ). Preprocessing carried out by AFNI included: (1) discarding the

rst five EPI volumes to allow for signal equilibration, (2) rigid-body

otion correction of time series by aligning each volume to the mean

mage using Fourier interpolation, (3) skull stripping, and (4) getting

n eighth image for use in registration. Preprocessing using FSL con-

isted of: (5) spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of full-width

alf-maximum = 6 mm, (6) grand-mean scaling of the voxel value,

7) temporal filtering (0.005–0.3 Hz) and smoothing, (8) removing

inear and quadratic trends, and (9) removing of nine nuisance signals

global mean, cerebrospinal fluid, white matter, six motion parameters

escribing rotational and translational movement of the head) by

egression in native functional space. Note that since we studied

unctional connectivity in both resting state and task scans, both types

f scans were preprocessed using the same procedures. Due to the small

ize of the ROIs, we ran the activation analysis with and without spatial

moothing ( Fig. 3 ) and did not see any significant effects of smoothing

http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl
http://www.nitrc.org/projects/fcon_1000
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The six motion parameters mentioned above were generated using

SL motion correction in native functional space. The two nuisance time

ourses were calculated using masks obtained from the image segmenta-

ion of the participant’s T1w data and applying a tissue-type probability

hreshold of 80%. Registration of functional images to the MNI152 stan-

ard template was carried out using FLIRT in three steps: (1) registration

f the native-space structural image to the MNI152 2 mm template us-

ng a twelve df (degrees of freedom) linear affine transformation; (2)

egistration of the native-space functional image to the high-resolution

tructural image with a six df linear transformation; (3) computation

f native-functional to standard-structural warps by concatenating the

atrices computed in steps (1) and (2). 

For data quality verification, maximum framewise displacement

FD) and DVARS (difference of volume N to N + 1), were calculated

o assess and exclude participants with high motion. For image quality

riteria, participant data with maximum FD above 3 mm or DVARS out-

iers detected in more than 10% of the acquired data was used as a cut

ff. Any participants with values above the cut off were removed from

he analysis ( Saghayi et al., 2020 ). No participants were excluded, as

he highest maximum FD obtained and highest percentage of outliers in

ata detected in resting state scans for all participants were 1.73 mm

nd 8%, respectively. For further verification, maximum FD was used

s nuisance covariate in the statistical model looking at task evoked re-

ponses. 

Time series extraction from parcellations. Time series were ex-

racted from the following regions of interest (ROIs): 

Whole brain parcellation. For defining ROIs, we used a previ-

usly reported parcellation scheme optimized for pain studies (Opti-

ized Harvard-Oxford parcellation; ( Hashmi et al., 2014 ; Hashmi et al.,

017 ) consisting of 130 bilateral brain regions and the brainstem). This

rocedure was done using a BASH script and with functions from FSL

ibraries. The BOLD time series were extracted from each voxel within

ach parcel and averaged, resulting in 130 time-series for each partici-

ant. Next, the same procedure was performed for extracting time series

rom the PAG regions described below and from the entire brainstem re-

ion as given in the Harvard-Oxford parcellation. 

PAG seed parcellation. The parcellation procedure used a two-fold

pproach. First, focal PAG seed coordinates were based on previously

ublished studies ( Coulombe et al., 2016 ; Linnman et al., 2012 ). The

rimary coordinates of dl/l and vlPAG seeds were x =± 4, y = − 31, z = − 8

nd x =± 3, y = − 32, z = − 12, respectively. Masks of the PAG seeds were

reated with the following conditions: (1) 3D voxel, (2) selection size = 1,

3) search radius = 1 ( Woolrich et al., 2009 ), (4) Montreal Neurological

nstitute (MNI) 2mm 

3 standard space. Second, seed placements were

ptimized by overlapping them with an atlas previously created by

 Ezra et al., 2015 ), based on voxel-wise diffusion MRI and probabilis-

ic tractography. Fig. 2 shows sagittal (A, D) and axial cuts (B, C, E, F)

f the different PAG seeds overlaid on each other. Data were initially

nalyzed separately for left and right PAG columns, however due to a

ack of significant laterality, signals from the right and left masks were

veraged for both the dl/l (20 voxels, 320 mm square area) and vlPAG

24 voxels, 384 mm square area). 

Task evoked responses from dl/lPAG and vlPAG. In order to in-

estigate if the dl/l and vlPAG modulate pain with changes in threat

evel, the portion of the time series spanning the cues, heat stimuli, and

ating events were extracted. A response delay of 6 TRs was added to

ccount for the hemodynamic response delay ( Liao et al., 2002 ); the

ppropriateness of using this delay for PAG response was ascertained

y visualizing the activations. Within each epoch, the mean activations

or each of the three types of events were measured and compared be-

ween the three main task conditions (high threat, low threat, unknown

hreat). The unknown threat was used as a comparator in this analysis

o test if the PAG responds only to explicitly presented cued threats or if

t also responds to uncertainty when pain is expected but the intensity

s unknown. Responses to cue, heat, and rating were tested between all

hree variables and for the dl/lPAG and vlPAG using a within-subject
4 
hree-way repeated measures ANOVA with post hoc paired t-tests in

PSS (v24; IBM; Armonk, NY, USA). Note that, because right and left

l/lPAG and vlPAG responses did not show significant differences, re-

ponses from the two sides for each column were averaged for analysis.

his and all subsequent analyses were conducted in the MATLAB soft-

are (R2018b; The Mathworks; Natick, MA, USA). 

Control brainstem ROI, tests for artifacts and limitations . A mask

overing the entire brainstem was used as a control ROI to confirm that

ask-related activations were not due to physiological artifacts. Thus,

ime series were extracted from the entire brainstem (as given in the

arvard-Oxford atlas) that covers all areas starting from the medulla

nd extending rostrally up to the midbrain. 

To test for artifacts, we used three tests: (1) to test for global ef-

ects of physiological signals on brainstem responses, signal from the

ontrol brainstem ROI was separately analyzed to check for differences

n activation between the high, low, and unknown threats, (2) maxi-

um framewise displacement calculated from each subject was added

s a covariate of no interest to the main analyses, (3) activations during

ue, heat, rating in dl/lPAG and vlPAG were correlated with maximum

ramewise displacement using Spearman’s R. 

Better acquisition parameters such as a higher spatial resolution, at

 higher field strength, a higher sampling rate and/or a specific field

f view adapted to look at brainstem responses would be helpful for

ssessing the role of artifacts in mediating the findings. Keeping these

imitations in view, we relied on the within-subject, group-level design

nd extensive triangulation. We used different scan-types (rest and task)

n 2542 multibanded volumes, and different analytical approaches (data

riven task response mapping, static and dynamic functional connectiv-

ty and graph metrics) to build confidence in the main findings. 

Functional connectivity analysis. Because the regions of interest

ere small and located in the brainstem, we used functional connectivity

nalyses that relied on different assumptions (resting state, task-related,

tatic, time-varying functional connectivity) to validate the results and

o assess the reproducibility of the main findings. 

A. Task-related synchrony within different types of epochs. To

ssess the BOLD response synchrony between the PAG ROIs and other

arts of the brain, the time series from the whole brain parcellation,

he PAG ROIs and brainstem ROI were extracted and separated for the

pochs in which high, low, and unknown threat cues were paired with

7 °C stimuli (as described for the task evoked responses). The time se-

ies was divided into 40 time points windows, where each window en-

ompassed events such as cue heat rating. This procedure was repeated

or the three epochs of interest (high threat, low threat and unknown

hreat). These time courses were averaged for each epoch condition and

ach brain ROI (130 total), then correlated with the dl/lPAG and the

lPAG time courses using a zero-lag pairwise Pearson correlation. The

esulting correlation matrices were statistically compared between the

igh-threat and low-threat epoch conditions, and between dl/lPAG and

lPAG, using a two-way repeated measures ANOVA test with a post hoc

aired t -test. The unknown threat epoch conditions were tested post hoc

s a control condition. The results were corrected with False Discovery

ate (FDR) at a q-value of 0.05. 

Note that the discrete time-windows containing time points were sta-

istically compared for each epoch type (high, low and unknown threat).

o avoid redundancy, this comparison was not repeated for time varying

unctional connectivity analysis detailed below. In addition, each epoch

ime window encapsulated the events related to cue, heat and rating pre-

entation. Because these events were of short duration ( < 15TRs), the FC

stimated from the entire epoch captures the effects of epoch condition

high threat, low threat and unknown threat) and does not capture the

pecific effects of each event. 

B. Static functional connectivity analysis. The dl/l and vlPAG

ime series were correlated with the 130 regions to define 2 × 130 ad-

acency matrices for each scan using a zero-lag pairwise Pearson corre-

ation ( Gibbons, 1985 ). The correlation matrices were created from the

ntire time series for the resting state scan. In addition, the three cor-
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Fig. 2. Localization of the dl/l and vlPAG in MNI 2mm 

3 standard space. [A] Sagittal plane slice of parcellated PAG seeds. Activations in blue-light-blue and red- 

yellow seeds are derived from dl/l and vlPAG, respectively. Seeds were created from the atlas made by ( Ezra et al., 2015 ). White and black focal masks are based 

on previous literature ( Coulombe et al., 2016 ; Linnman et al., 2012 ) and optimized by the aforementioned atlas. All focal PAG masks were created bilaterally (left 

and right together). [B] Axial view of the dl/lPAG focal and atlas masks. The primary coordinates of the dl/lPAG focal mask (black) were x =± 4, y = − 31, z = − 8. 

[C] Axial view of the vlPAG focal and atlas masks. The primary coordinates of the vlPAG focal mask (white) were x =± 3, y = − 32, z = − 12. [D] Sagittal plane slice of 

parcellated PAG seeds. White and black focal masks are shown singularly. [E] Axial view of the dl/lPAG focal mask. [F] Axial view of the vlPAG focal mask. dl/l, 

dorsolateral/lateral; vl, ventrolateral; PAG, periaqueductal gray; Montreal Neurological Institute; MNI. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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elation matrices generated from the time series for each of the three

ask scans were averaged to measure mean task-related static functional

onnectivity. The dl/l and vlPAG functional connectivity were compared

y using a paired t -test for the resting state scans and for the average

onnectivity matrices from the three task scans. Significance was set at

 < 0.05 and corrected for multiple comparisons with FDR at q < 0.05. 

C. Time-varying functional connectivity. Time-varying func-

ional connectivity was computed using a sliding window approach

 Calhoun et al., 2014 ; Qin et al., 2015 ) in MATLAB. Each preprocessed

rain signal was div ided into temporal segments with a window size of

8 s (40TRs). The Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated for

he dl/lPAG with the 130 nodes or the vlPAG with the 130 nodes for that

ime window (40TRs) and saved. Each time the window was advanced

y one TR, 2 × 130 matrix was calculated and saved. This procedure

as done for the resting state scans to yield a total of 457 matrices of

30 × 2 connections for dl/lPAG and vlPAG per subject. This procedure

as repeated for each of the task scans to yield three 580 matrices of

30 × 2 ROIs. Additionally, to normalize the coefficient values of corre-

ation matrices, we applied Fisher’s z-transformation to each correlation

atrix. Next, the upper triangular part of each correlation matrix was

emoved. 

To assess the overall difference in the extent to which dl/lPAG and

lPAG engage with other parts of the brain, the FC from each window in

ach scan was averaged across time windows, and the mean FC was com-

ared between dl/lPAG and vlPAG using a paired t -test and corrected
5 
or multiple comparisons for the number of ROIs using FDR. To illus-

rate the differences in the durations for which dl/l and vlPAG engage

nd disengage from their preferred networks, we plotted the changes in

VFC for each window for the dl/lPAG and vlPAG with a few exemplar

egions separately for the three task scans. 

The values for time-varying functional connectivity for the dl/l and

lPAG with other brain regions were contrasted with each other for the

esting state scans using paired t-tests for each time window. The time

arying FC matrices was then generated for the three task-related scans.

he matrices from all time windows within a scan were averaged and

he averaged matrix was contrasted between the dl/l and vlPAG with

ther brain regions. Next, time varying functional connectivity between

l/l and vlPAG with specific exemplar regions were plotted separately

or each of the three task scans, to visualize the moment by moment

hanges and to explicitly demonstrate the effects observed in the aver-

ged results. 

D. Analysis of degree (total number of brain-wide connections)

n static and time varying FC . The total number of brain wide con-

ections (degree) of dl/lPAG and vlPAG were calculated using the Brain

onnectivity Toolbox for MATLAB ( Rubinov and Sporns, 2010 ). Degree

as measured for each node in the static FC correlation matrix for the

esting state scan and in each of the three task scan correlation matrices

eparately. Next, the degree of dl/lPAG was contrasted with the degree

f vlPAG for each of the four scans (resting state and the task scans 1–3)

sing a paired t -test with FDR correction. The degree was averaged for
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ll windows within and between each scan and compared between dl/l

nd vlPAG. 

Next, degree was estimated for the time-varying FC matrices in the

esting state scan and in the three task-related scans. Thus, we could

ssess the changes in brain wide FC of these two regions from moment

o moment. The degree values were contrasted between dl/lPAG and

lPAG for each static and time-varying FC window. In this way, we sta-

istically identified regions of interest and the time points in which each

f these regions showed higher FC. Significance was set at p < 0.05 and

orrected for multiple comparisons with False Discovery Rate (FDR). 

. Results 

.1. A. Behavioral results 

A1. Cued threat levels alter pain intensity evoked by a heat

timulus. As was previously reported ( Lim et al., 2020 ), different lev-

ls of threat presented as visual cues before heat stimuli of the same

ntensity had a significant impact on the pain ratings. Thus, HT cues

selected between 90–100) resulted in significantly higher pain ratings

mean = 50.10 ± 25.86) relative to LT cues (mean = 20.44 ± 16.30) for

he same stimulus intensity of 47 °C stimuli. The heat stimuli that fol-

owed the cues signaling unknown stimulus intensity also produced pain

atings equivalent to those evoked by heat stimuli paired with HT cues

mean = 47.84 ± 24.11). 

Significant differences in pain ratings were demonstrated when

T, LT, and unknown threat conditions were compared with paired-

ample t-tests. Pain ratings differed significantly between HT and LT

t(35) = − 9.118, p < 0.001) and between LT and unknown (t(35) = − 9.517,

 < 0.001) threat conditions. The difference in pain ratings between

T and unknown threat conditions was found to be insignificant

t(35) = 1.607, p = 0.117). 

.2. B. Task activations and synchronisations 

B1. BOLD activations in task condition epochs. In order to inves-

igate whether the dl/l and vlPAG respond to different types of cued

hreat, their time series during the cues, heat stimuli, and rating peri-

ds were extracted. The responses to these three events were averaged

see Methods) and compared directly between high, low, and unknown

hreat conditions. 

Overall, both dl/l and vlPAG showed deactivation for both the HT

nd the unknown cue events, and then activated strongly during the

eating and rating events. But when LT cues were presented, both PAG

egions showed a small but attenuated activation to the cues and re-

ained attenuated for the heating and rating events. The overall con-

rast between dl/lPAG and vlPAG in mean activations to the task events

as not significant ( p > 0.05). A three-way repeated measures ANOVA

event type x threat level x dl/l or vlPAG activation), showed a signifi-

ant interaction effect (F (4, 140) = 2.822, p = 0.027). 

The dl/l and vlPAG mean activations observed separately for event

ype (cue, heat, rating) and threat levels (HT, LT, unknown) showed a

ew significant effects. First, for dl/lPAG ( Fig. 3 D), the response dur-

ng the cue event was greater for LT vs. unknown threat (t(35) = 2.907,

 = 0.006, Fig. 3 ), while for the rating period, mean activations were

ower in LT vs. unknown threat (t(35) = − 4.548, p < 0.001). In contrast,

he vlPAG responses ( Fig. 3 E) during the heat event were significantly

igher for high vs. unknown threat (t(35) = 2.352, p = 0.024), while dur-

ng the rating period, both high (t(35) = 3.349, p = 0.002) and unknown

hreat (t(35) = − 2.967, p = 0.005) produced significantly greater activa-

ion than low threat. Hence, the two regions showed some differences in

ow they responded between epoch conditions during specific events,

hough overall their responses were similar during the three epoch con-

itions. The full repeated measures ANOVA model – event type (cue,

eat, and rating) x epoch type (HT, LT, and unknown threat) x region

dl/lPAG and vlPAG) – was significant (F (35) = 5.172, P = 0.02). 
6 
Adding the effect of head motion (quantified as maximum frame

ise displacement) had no significant effect on the overall significance

F (35) = 0.624, p = 0.63). There were no significant correlations between

ctivations to cue, heat, or rating with maximum frame wise displace-

ent ( p > 0.05). As an additional control test, activations in an ROI

ncompassing the entire brainstem were assessed for changes in re-

ponse to cue, heat, and rating in different epoch conditions (Supple-

entary Figure 1), with no significant difference observed (F (35) = 0.432,

 = 0.67). 

Additional analyses for investigating the role of spatial smoothing

emonstrated the same statistical trends of activations in unsmoothed

ata as in the smoothed data. During cue presentation, the dl/l PAG

howed greater activation in the low threat epochs than in the unknown

hreat epochs ( p = 0.049). During heat presentation, only the vlPAG

howed a trend towards greater activation during the high threat epoch

han in the low threat epoch ( p = 0.085), and during rating period, the

lPAG showed a trend towards greater activation relative to during the

igh threat epochs ( p = 0.082). For comparisons with unknown threat

pochs, no contrasts were significant other than a greater activation in

lPAG in the unknown threat epochs relative to the low threat epochs

 p = 0.0051). The subject variance appeared higher in unsmoothed data

Supplementary Figure 2). The small variations in results may be due to

he statistical variance added by the noise in the unsmoothed data. 

B2. Task-related synchronizations. HT and LT cues resulted in dif-

erent task-related synchronizations of dl/l and vlPAG with other brain

egions (see Methods for details). The overall contrast (dl/lPAG vs. vL-

AG, HT vs. LT) was not significant after FDR correction ( p > 0.05).

he HT versus LT contrast showed a significant change in synchrony

etween vlPAG and several brain regions (see Table 1 ). In contrast,

l/lPAG changed synchrony between the two conditions for only a few

egions. For post hoc analysis, the regions that significantly changed

ynchrony between HT vs LT condition in vlPAG or in dl/lPAG that sur-

ived FDR correction were plotted to examine the behaviors of these

wo regions in HT and LT conditions. As shown in Fig. 4 , both dl/l and

lPAG showed a stronger positive correlation with medial and rostral

nterior cingulate regions, anterior insula, and the thalamus during HT

elative to LT conditions. 

In contrast, several multimodal and subcortical regions such as me-

ial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), and dor-

olateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) showed a stronger negative correla-

ion with dl/l and vlPAG during LT conditions relative to HT condition

 Fig. 4 and Table 1 ). The polar plot ( Fig. 4 B) depicts a skew towards

igher connectivity with salience network regions for dl/lPAG during

T and LT conditions, and one towards sensory insula and globus pal-

idus for vlPAG during HT conditions. 

In a posthoc analyses comparing HT and unknown threat epochs, no

ignificant difference on synchrony for either the vlPAG or the dlPAG

fter correction for multiple comparisons. Similarly, the changes in syn-

hrony between unknown threat and low threat failed to survive cor-

ection for multiple comparisons, for both vlPAG and dl/lPAG. There

ere no significant effects observed un unknown threat condition be-

ween vlPAG and dl/lPAG in task evoked synchronizations. Thus, the

ain change in synchronizations between PAG regions with other brain

egions occurred between the high vs the low threat condition, and the

igh threat and unknown threat conditions produced similar effects. 

There was no significant difference in whole brain synchronization

ith the control brainstem signal between HT, LT, or unknown condi-

ions after multiple comparison correction ( p > 0.05). 

.3. C. Functional connectivity analysis 

Next, to identify how the dl/l and vlPAG connect with other brain

egions while participating in top-down effects on pain, we observed

ow they differ in their functional connectivity with other brain regions

uring the pain task scans. Results are shown for static followed by time-

arying functional connectivity analysis. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of dl/l and vlPAG activations in three conditions – high threat, low threat, and unknown threat – across three chronological events: cue, heat, 

and rating. [A] Significant differences in pain ratings between high and low, and unknown and low, threat conditions. Significant findings ( p < 0.05) are demarcated 

by the asterisks ( ∗ ). [B] and [C] Data-driven response patterns for dl/lPAG [B] and vlPAG [C] activations showing high threat (red), low threat (gray), and unknown 

(yellow) conditions. [D] and [E] Activation to events averaged for the cue, heat, and rating conditions for dl/lPAG [D] and vlPAG [E]. Significant findings ( p < 0.05) 

are demarcated by the asterisks ( ∗ ). dl/l, dorsolateral/lateral; vl, ventrolateral; PAG, periaqueductal gray. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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C1. Static functional connectivity during resting state scans. dl/l

nd vlPAG have different static functional connectivity profiles during

esting-state scans. During resting state fMRI scans, the dl/lPAG showed

ignificantly higher functional connectivity with left and right thalamus

Thal_L, Thal_R; p < 0.001). In contrast, relative to dl/lPAG, the vlPAG

howed greater functional connectivity with right and left posterior di-

isions of the parahippocampal gyrus (pHippp_R, pHippp_L; p < 0.001,

esult not illustrated). 

C2. Static functional connectivity during pain task scans. Static

unctional connectivity averaged for the three pain task scans demon-

trated that the dl/lPAG and vlPAG preferentially connect to distinct

etworks ( Fig. 5 and Table 2 ). The dl/lPAG preferentially connected

o the salience network with regions such as the right rostral ante-

ior cingulate cortex (ACCr_R), left and right rostral mid-posterior ACC

ACCrm_L, ACCrm_R), left rostral posterior ACC (ACCrp_L), left inferior

rontal gyrus pars opercularis (IFGpo_L), left thalamus (Thal_L), right

halamus (Thal_R), and left dorsal anterior insula (dINSa_L). 

Conversely, the vlPAG preferentially connected with regions in-

olved in language and memory processing such as the right Heschl’s

yrus (He_R), left hippocampus (Hipp_L), right anterior division of the

uperior temporal gyrus (STGa_R), left posterior division of the superior

emporal gyrus (STGp_L), right anterior division of the parahippocam-

al gyrus (pHippa_R), and the left and posterior divisions of the parahip-

ocampal gyrus (pHippp_L, pHippp_R). Significant results ( p < 0.05) are

ummarized below in Fig. 5 and Table 2 . 

C3. Time-varying functional connectivity (TVFC) during resting

tate and task scans. The TVFC measured from the resting state scan

howed significant differences between dl/lPAG and vlPAG. The left ros-

ral medial ACC (ACCrm_L), the left rostral posterior ACC (ACCrp_L),

nd the left posterior supramarginal gyrus (SMGp_L) showed greater

VFC with dl/lPAG than with vlPAG. In addition, the dl/lPAG showed

reater TVFC with the left thalamus (Thal_L). On the other hand, the vl-
7 
AG showed higher connectivity with the right posterior parahippocam-

al gyrus (pHippp_R) than the dl/lPAG. Thus more regions were de-

ected as significant when observed using TVFC relative to the static FC

nalysis (see result C1). 

Time-varying functional connectivity averaged for the three pain

ask scans also demonstrated that dl/lPAG and vlPAG synchronized with

ther brain regions in a distinct manner ( Fig. 6 , Table 3 ). Thus, when

he TVFC was averaged for dl/lPAG and vlPAG matrices for the three

ask scans and were statistically compared and corrected for multiple

orrection, several regions were observed to be significant. As was ob-

erved with the static functional connectivity analysis on task scans, the

l/lPAG preferentially connected to the salience network at more in-

tances relative to the vlPAG. These were regions such as the left dorsal

nterior insula (dINSa_L), left and right inferior frontal gyrus pars op-

rcularis (IFGpo_L, IFGpo_R), right mid anterior cingulate (ACCm_R),

eft and right rostral anterior cingulate (ACCr_L, ACCr_R), left and right

ostral anterior cingulate mid-posterior (ACCrm_L, ACCrm_R), left and

ight rostral anterior cingulate posterior (ACCrp_L, ACCrp_R), and left

nd right thalamus (Thal_L, Thal_R). The TVFC also showed some re-

ions that were not detected when measuring static FC. For instance,

everal regions with the supramarginal gyrus ( Table 3 ), the temporal

ole (TP), the putamen and the superior frontal gyrus also showed to

ynchronize with the dl/lPAG relatively more than vlPAG. 

In contrast, the vlPAG preferentially connected with regions im-

licated in memory, semantic processing, and sensory processing. Ef-

ects were observed for regions such as left and right hippocampus

Hipp_L, Hipp_R), right mid temporal gyrus anterior division (MTGa_R),

eft and right mid temporal gyrus posterior division (MTGp_L, MTGp_R),

ight parahippocampal gyrus anterior division (pHippa_R), left and right

arahippocampal gyrus posterior division (pHippp_L, pHippp_R), left

nd right temporal fusiform cortex posterior division (TFCp_L, TFCp_R),

eft temporal occipital cortex (TOF_L), left and right central opercular
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Table 1 

Differences in dl/l and vlPAG functional connectivity profiles between high and low threat conditions, shown with T-stat and P-values. After correcting for multiple 

comparisons, all findings were significant at p < 0.05. dl/l, dorsolateral/lateral; vl, ventrolateral; PAG, periaqueductal gray; L, left; R, right. 

Region of interest (condition) MNI coordinates (x, y, z) T -stat value P -value 

vlPAG (high threat ≥ low threat) 

L globus pallidus (GP_L) − 16, − 2, − 2 2.9348 0.0059 

L posterior insula (INSp_L) − 38, − 14, 8 3.231 0.0027 

R globus pallidus (GP_R) 16, − 2, − 2 3.4072 0.0017 

R middle insula (INSm_R) 40, − 2, − 2 3.4382 0.0015 

R thalamus (Thal_R) 10, − 18, 8 3.5646 0.0011 

L dorsal anterior insula (dINSa_L) − 32, 20, 0 3.5787 0.0010 

L rostral anterior cingulate mid-posterior (ACCrm_L) 20, 28, 18 3.7883 0.0006 

R anterior cingulate posterior (ACCrp_R) − 6, − 2, 42 3.9545 0.0004 

R rostral anterior cingulate mid-posterior (ACCrm_R) − 6, 60, 80 4.8125 < 0.001 

R anterior cingulate posterior (ACCrp_L) 6, 18, − 34 5.2079 < 0.001 

vlPAG (low threat ≥ high threat) 

L anterior middle temporal gyrus (MTGa_L) − 58, − 2, − 22 − 3.245 0.0026 

L amygdala (Amyg_L) − 24, − 4, − 18 − 3.1981 0.0029 

R frontal orbital cortex (FO_R) 40, 20, 4 − 3.1849 0.0030 

R medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC_R) 6, 60, 8 − 3.1184 0.0036 

R anterior middle temporal gyrus (MTGa_R) 58, − 2, − 22 − 3.081 0.0040 

L medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC_L) − 6, 60, 8 − 3.039 0.0045 

R middle frontal gyrus (MFG_R) 40, 20, 44 − 3.01 0.0048 

dl/lPAG (high threat ≥ low threat) 

R rostral anterior cingulate mid-posterior (ACCrm_R) − 6, 60, 8 3.6648 0.0008 

L anterior cingulate posterior (ACCrp_L) 6, 18, 34 4.0591 0.0003 

dl/lPAG (low threat ≥ high threat) 

R anterior middle temporal gyrus (MTGa_R) 58, − 2, − 22 − 3.7628 0.0006 

L anterior middle temporal gyrus (MTGa_L) − 58, − 2, − 22 − 3.4434 0.0015 

Fig. 4. Overlapping and distinct connectivity profiles with changes in task conditions (high threat and low threat). vlPAG showed a change in synchrony with a 

larger number of regions than dl/lPAG between high threat and low threat conditions. [A] dl/lPAG (red) and vlPAG (blue) were synchronized positively with anterior 

cingulate regions, thalamus, globus pallidus, and insular regions and negatively with middle temporal, medial and lateral prefrontal, amygdala, and fronto-orbital 

regions during the high threat condition. During the low threat condition, the coupling of vlPAG and dl/lPAG with several regions was reduced. For significance 

values, see Table 1 . [B] When observed as a polar chart, the data shows distinctions between dl/l and vlPAG both within and between conditions but the differences 

did not survive FDR correction. dl/l, dorsolateral/lateral; vl, ventrolateral; PAG, periaqueductal gray; L, left; R, right; GP_L, left globus pallidus; ACCrp_R, right 

rostral posterior anterior cingulate cortex; Thal_R, right thalamus; dINSa_L, left dorsal anterior insula; INSp_L, left posterior insula; MFG_R, right middle frontal 

gyrus; ACCrm_L, left rostral mid-posterior ACC; ACCrm_R, right ACCrm; ACCrp_L, left ACCrp; GP_R, right globus pallidus; INSm_R, right middle insula; MPFC_R; right 

medial prefrontal cortex; MTGa_L, left anterior middle temporal gyrus; MTGa_R, right MTGa; MPFC_L, left MPFC; Amyg_L, left amygdala; FO_R, right frontal orbital 

cortex. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ortex (Cop_L, Cop_R), and left and right Heschl’s gyrus (He_L, He_R).

ignificant results ( p < 0.05) are summarized below in Fig. 6 and Table 3 .

hile some regions detected were similar to those found with the static

C analysis, the TVFC analysis detected a significantly higher number of

egions. But most regions connected with vlPAG were within the tem-

oral lobe and the insula. 
8 
To illustrate how often dl/l and vlPAG change their affiliations

ith other regions during different time windows, we have depicted

he shifts for a few regions in Fig. 7 , separated for the three task

cans. Note that dl/lPAG connectivity with components of the salience

etwork (anterior insula and right rostral mid cingulate) fluctuates

hroughout the scans, and remains significantly higher than the vl-
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Table 2 

Preferential dl/l and vlPAG static functional connectivity profiles during pain task scans, shown with T-stat and P-values. All findings were significant at p < 0.05. 

dl/l, dorsolateral/lateral; vl, ventrolateral; PAG, periaqueductal gray; L, left; R, right. 

Region of interest (condition) MNI coordinates (x, y, z) T -stat value P -value 

dl/lPAG ≥ vlPAG 

R Rostral Anterior Cingulate (ACCr_R) 2, 28, 18 − 3.0888 0.0039 

L Rostral Anterior Cingulate Mid-Posterior (ACCrm_L) 20, 28, 18 − 3.5294 0.0012 

R Rostral Anterior Cingulate Mid-Posterior (ACCrm_R) − 6, 60, 8 − 3.584 0.001 

L Rostral Anterior Cingulate Posterior (ACCrp_L) 6, 18, 34 − 2.9752 0.0053 

L Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularis (IFGpo_L) − 54, − 20, 46 − 3.5708 0.0011 

L Thalamus (Thal_L) − 10, − 18, 8 − 4.5847 0.0001 

R Thalamus (Thal_R) 10, − 18, 8 − 4.4362 0.0001 

L Dorsal Anterior Insula (dINSa_L) − 32, 20, 0 − 2.8177 0.0079 

R Rostral Anterior Cingulate 2, 28, 18 − 3.0888 0.0039 

vlPAG ≥ dl/lPAG 

R Heschl’s Gyrus, includes H1 and H2 (He_R) 48, − 18, − 6 3.7755 0.0006 

L Hippocampus (Hipp_L) − 28, − 22, − 16 3.731 0.0007 

R Superior Temporal Gyrus, anterior division (STGa_R) 58, − 4, − 6 2.8748 0.0068 

L Superior Temporal Gyrus, posterior division (STGp_L) − 66, − 26, 6 3.0621 0.0042 

R Parahippocampal Gyrus, anterior division (pHippa_R) 34, − 6, − 34 4.223 0.0002 

L Parahippocampal Gyrus, posterior division (pHippp_L) − 34, − 32, − 18 5.7044 > 0.0001 

R Parahippocampal Gyrus, posterior division (pHippp_R) 34, − 32, − 18 4.3973 0.0001 

Table 3 

Preferential dl/l and vlPAG time-varying functional connectivity profiles during pain task scans, shown with T -stat and P -values. All findings were significant at 

p < 0.05. dl/l, dorsolateral/lateral; vl, ventrolateral; PAG, periaqueductal gray; L, left; R, right. 

Region of interest (condition) MNI coordinates (x, y, z) T -stat value P -value 

dl/lPAG ≥ vlPAG 

R Mid Anterior Cingulate (ACCm_R) 6, − 2, 42 2.6178 0.013 

L Rostral Anterior Cingulate (ACCr_L) − 4, 38, 18 3.1941 0.003 

R Rostral Anterior Cingulate (ACCr_R) 4, 38, 18 3.9376 0.0004 

L Rostral Anterior Cingulate Mid-Posterior (ACCrm_L) − 6, 18, 34 4.7721 > 0.0001 

R Rostral Anterior Cingulate Mid-Posterior (ACCrm_R) 6, 18, 34 5.3995 > 0.0001 

L Rostral Anterior Cingulate Posterior (ACCrp_L) − 4, 22, 20 5.3375 > 0.0001 

R Rostral Anterior Cingulate Posterior (ACCrp_R) 4, 22, 20 2.9752 0.0053 

L Inferior Frontal Gyrus pars opercularis (IFGpo_L) − 54, 14, 16 3.8587 0.0005 

R Inferior Frontal Gyrus pars opercularis (IFGpo_R) 54, 14, 16 3.1253 0.0036 

L Putamen (Put_L) − 30, − 4, 0 2.7746 0.0088 

R Putamen (Put_R) 30, − 4, 0 2.8436 0.0074 

L Superior Frontal Gyrus (SFG_L) − 22, 22, 54 2.5349 0.0159 

L Supramarginal Gyrus, anterior division (SMGa_L) − 58, − 32, 40 3.1481 0.0034 

R Supramarginal Gyrus, anterior division (SMGa_R) 58, − 32, 40 3.3259 0.0021 

L Supramarginal Gyrus, posterior division (SMGp_L) − 60, − 48, 32 3.0414 0.0044 

R Supramarginal Gyrus, posterior division (SMGp_R) 60, − 48, 32 2.438 0.02 

R Temporal Pole (TP_R) 40, 16, − 30 4.9589 > 0.0001 

L Thalamus (Thal_L) − 10, − 18, 8 6.9441 > 0.0001 

R Thalamus (Thal_R) 10, − 18, 8 7.0482 > 0.0001 

L Dorsal Anterior Insula (dINSa_L) − 32, 20, 0 4.7246 > 0.0001 

vlPAG ≥ dl/lPAG 

L Central Opercular Cortex (Cop_L) − 48, − 4, 8 − 2.5253 0.0162 

R Central Opercular Cortex (Cop_R) 48, − 4, 8 − 2.6475 0.0121 

L Heschls Gyrus (He_L) − 48, − 18, 6 − 2.4575 0.0191 

R Heschls Gyrus (He_R) 48, − 18, 6 − 4.8215 > 0.0001 

L Hippocampus (Hipp_L) − 28, − 22, − 16 − 5.4375 > 0.0001 

R Hippocampus (Hipp_R) 28, − 22, − 16 − 2.4996 0.0173 

R Middle Temporal Gyrus, anterior division (MTGa_R) 58, − 2, − 22 − 3.2321 0.0027 

L Middle Temporal Gyrus, posterior division (MTGp_L) − 62, − 22, − 18 − 4.787 > 0.0001 

R Middle Temporal Gyrus, posterior division (MTGp_R) 62, − 22, − 18 − 4.1574 0.0002 

L Middle Temporal Gyrus, temporooccipital part (MTGto_L) − 60, − 52, 0 − 2.5407 0.0157 

R Planum Polare (PlP_R) 48, − 4, − 6 − 2.3403 0.0251 

L Planum Temporale (PlT_L) − 60, − 22, 8 − 2.4843 0.0179 

L Superior Temporal Gyrus, anterior division (STGa_L) − 58, − 4, − 6 − 3.0304 0.0046 

R Superior Temporal Gyrus, anterior division (STGa_R) 58, − 4, − 6 − 4.4675 0.0001 

L Superior Temporal Gyrus, posterior division (STGp_L) − 66, − 26, 6 − 5.0925 > 0.0001 

R Superior Temporal Gyrus, posterior division (STGp_R) 66, − 26, 6 − 2.5882 0.014 

L Temporal Fusiform Cortex, posterior division (TFCp_L) − 36, − 16, − 32 − 2.5969 0.0137 

R Temporal Fusiform Cortex, posterior division (TFCp_R) 36, − 16, − 32 − 3.5708 0.0011 

L Temporal Occipital Fusiform Cortex (TOF_L) − 34, − 54, − 16 − 2.8268 0.0077 

R Parahippocampul Gyrus, anterior division (pHippa_R) 24, − 6, − 34 − 5.2468 > 0.0001 

L Parahippocampul Gyrus, posterior division (pHippp_L) − 24, − 32, − 18 − 7.9587 > 0.0001 

R Parahippocampul Gyrus, posterior division (pHippp_R) 24, − 32, − 18 − 4.9416 > 0.0001 

9 
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Fig. 5. Static functional contrast connectivity 

profiles of the dl/l and vlPAG during task- 

scans. The dl/lPAG preferentially connects to 

IFGpo_L, Thal_L, dINSa_L, ACCrm_R, ACCrp_L, 

ACCrm_L, and Thal_R. The vlPAG preferentially 

connects to STGp_L, pHippp_L, Hipp_L, STGa_R, 

pHippa_R, and pHippp_R. After correcting for 

multiple comparisons, all findings were sig- 

nificant at p < 0.05. dl/l, dorsolateral/lateral; 

vl, ventrolateral; PAG, periaqueductal gray; 

IFGpo_L, left inferior frontal gyrus, pars oper- 

cularis; Thal_L, left thalamus; dINSa_L, left dor- 

sal anterior insula; ACCrm_R, right rostral an- 

terior cingulate cortex; ACCrp_L, left posterior 

ACC; ACCrm_L, left mid-posterior ACC; Thal_R, 

right thalamus; STGp_L, left posterior divi- 

sion of the superior temporal gyrus; pHippp_L, 

left posterior division of the parahippocam- 

pal gyrus; Hipp_L, left hippocampus; STGa_R, 

right anterior division of the superior temporal 

gyrus; pHippa_R, right anterior division of the 

parahippocampal gyrus; pHippp_R, right poste- 

rior division of the parahippocampal gyrus; L, 

left; R, right. 

Fig. 6. Time-varying functional connectivity 

during pain task scans. The regions that on av- 

erage connected more with dl/lPAG more fre- 

quently on a moment to moment basis (as- 

sessed using a sliding window analysis) rela- 

tive to vlPAG are shown in red. The opposite 

contrast vlPAG > dl/lPAG is shown in blue. FDR 

corrected, p < 0.05. 
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AG connectivity with these regions. In addition, we selected a sen-

ory (left central operculum, S2) and a memory region (hippocam-

us) to illustrate vlPAG favoring those regions. Both dl/lPAG and vl-

AG connected with the S2 region, but vlPAG connectivity was fre-

uently higher than dl/lPAG at several points at a statistically signif-

cant level. In comparison, the vlPAG relative to dl/lPAG connectiv-
10 
ty with the hippocampus was significantly stronger during most time

oints. 

C4. Brain wide connectivity (degree) of vlPAG is higher than

l/lPAG during resting state and task scans. There was no signif-

cant difference between dl/lPAG and vlPAG in the averaged degree

brain wide connections) in the resting state scan when static func-
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Fig. 7. Comparison of time-varying functional connectivity of dl/l and vlPAG in various brain regions during pain task scans. Black boxes along the X-axis signify a 

statistically significant difference ( p < 0.05) between vl and dl/lPAG TVFC. Top left: comparison of TVFC of dl/l and vlPAG in the left dorsal anterior insula during [A] 

pain task scan 1, [B] pain task scan 2, and [C] pain task scan 3. Bottom left: comparison of time varying FC of dl/land vlPAG in the right rostral anterior cingulate 

mid-posterior during [D] pain task scan 1, [E] pain task scan 2, and [F] pain task scan 3. Top right: comparison of time varying FC of dl/land vlPAG in the left central 

opercular cortex (S2) during [G] pain task scan 1, [H] pain task scan 2, and [I] pain task scan 3. Bottom right: comparison of time varying FC of dl/land vlPAG in 

the left hippocampus during [J] pain task scan 1, [K] pain task scan 2, and [L] pain task scan 3. dl, dorsolateral; vl, ventrolateral; PAG, periaqueductal gray; FC, 

functional connectivity. 
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ional connectivity matrices were employed ( p > 0.05). Similarly, the de-

ree values from time-varying functional connectivity for different win-

ows or when averaged in the resting state scan were not significantly

ifferent between dl/lPAG and vlPAG ( Fig. 8 A & E). However, dur-

ng task scans, vlPAG appeared to be connected to significantly more

rain regions than the dl/lPAG ( Fig. 8 B-D & F). Thus, as shown in
11 
igures B-D, the vlPAG showed connectivity with significantly more

egions relative to dl/lPAG for several windows of time. The effects

ere strongest for the first test scan (B). The degree value averaged

or all three scans was significantly higher for the vlPAG relative to

l/lPAG (F). 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of dl/l and vlPAG brain wide connections (degree) measured in time-varying functional connectivity data. [A] Number of brain wide connections 

(degree) for dl/l and vlPAG in time-varying FC in resting state scan. [B] Number of brain wide connections (degree) for dl/l and vlPAG in time-varying FC in pain 

task scan 1. [C] Number of brain wide connections (degree) for dl/l and vlPAG in time-varying FC in pain task scan 2. [D] Number of brain wide connections (degree) 

for dl/l and vlPAG in time-varying FC in pain task scan 3. [E] Mean number of brain wide connections (degree) for dl/l and vlPAG during resting scan. [F] Mean 

number of brain wide connections (degree) for dl/l and vlPAG averaged across pain task scans 1–3. Significant findings ( p < 0.05) are denoted by the asterisks ( ∗ ). dl, 

dorsolateral; vl, ventrolateral; PAG, periaqueductal gray; FC, functional connectivity. 
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. Discussion 

This study establishes that the two PAG columns implicated in pain

rocessing are responsive to the threat of experiencing pain. Their ac-

ivation patterns indicate that these two regions are more responsive

hen the incoming noxious stimulus is expected to be high or when its

ntensity is unknown. Taken together, these two columns are involved

n responding to the threat of receiving painful stimuli both with or

ithout top-down expectation cues and respond less when less pain is

xpected. The two regions showed similar patterns of responses, and

ore experimentation is needed to disambiguate the specific contexts

n which these two regions activate differently. While the activation

atterns were similar, we noted differences in the functional connectiv-

ty patterns of the two studied PAG columns. First, they show consistent

hole brain corrected differences in their functional connectivity pro-

les. The dl/lPAG consistently connects with the thalamus and salience

etworks and thus may have more involvement in vigilance, salience de-

ection, and quick decisions. In contrast, the vlPAG connects to more re-
12 
ions in the brain and consistently connects with the memory/semantic

rocessing regions. Thus, this region may be engaged in contextualiz-

ng threats. When viewed within existing frameworks of what is known

bout the function of these two regions in animal research, it appears

hat they may be components of distinct brain systems and have differ-

nt functions in threat processing. 

The PAG is an important node for top-down pain modulation. It has

een noted that the PAG is an evolutionarily conserved region necessary

or self-preservation. This region is also important for aversive learn-

ng through its connections with the amygdala ( George et al., 2019 ;

ohansen et al., 2010 ). The present study suggests that its main role

s in regulating physical responses and sensory decisions in the face

f a dynamic landscape of aversive and noxious events. This region

s also implicated in regulating behavior and responses to threats and

lays a critical role in pain processing ( Benarroch, 2012 ; Linnman et al.,

012 ). The PAG is said to modulate pain through its interaction with de-

cending top-down signals from the dlPFC and ACC ( Scott et al., 2008 ;

eyron, 2014 ), but the specific mechanism through which the human
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f  
AG participates in top-down pain modulation has remained ambigu-

us. Most of what is known about the role of the PAG in pain modu-

ation is based on animal research. Human neuroimaging studies have

o far suggested that PAG activations are observed in conditions when

ain intensity is high relative to when it is low ( Atlas et al., 2010 ;

azeli and Buchel, 2018 ; Wager et al., 2013 ) and also during pain antici-

ation ( Brodersen et al., 2012 ). The PAG is also implicated in treatment-

elated expectation effects where the precision of, or confidence in, the

xpected effectiveness of a treatment corresponds with an increase in

ctivation of the PAG ( Grahl et al., 2018 ). Moreover, two new studies

 Lin et al., 2014 ; Seymour, 2019 ) have reported that higher activation

n the PAG is associated with higher uncertainty about the experience

f pain. Our findings merge these disparate findings by demonstrating

hat the dl/l and vlPAG respond to both stronger and uncertain threats

f pain, while responding weakly to lower threats. Taken together with

he present findings, the PAG appears to engage more in conditions that

nvolve aversive aspects such as when expectations are negative, or un-

ertain, and when a strong pain stimulus is applied ( Samineni et al.,

017 ; Huang et al., 2019 ; Faull et al., 2019 ). 

Additionally, we report that the PAG activates in response to cued

r uncued high intensity noxious events, but the overall response model

as not significantly different between dl/lPAG and vlPAG. We also ob-

erved some notable differences in activation patterns of dl/l and vlPAG.

or instance, relative to responses observed in vlPAG, the dl/lPAG was

ctivated relatively more strongly during the rating period, especially

ithin the high and unknown threat epochs. Moreover, vlPAG showed

reater difference in activation during the heating and rating periods for

T vs LT conditions relative to dl/lPAG. Note that the vlPAG, relative

o dl/lPAG, showed greater synchronization with somatosensory areas 1

nd 2, and middle and posterior insula, in most functional connectivity

nalyses reported in this study. When taken together, the findings indi-

ate a role for vlPAG in feedback and feedforward sensory circuits. In

ontrast, dl/lPAG synchronized relatively more with higher order sen-

ory and multimodal regions such as the anterior insula, dorsal ACC,

upramarginal gyrus, and inferior frontal gyrus. Hence, the dl/lPAG

ay be more involved in receiving top-down information required for

aking quick executive decisions on how to respond to threats. Ani-

al studies have also indicated that the dl/lPAG is necessary for gen-

rating escape responses and for generating fight, flight, or fright re-

ponses through sympathetic activation ( Lumb et al., 2002 ; Keay and

andler, 2002 ; Kincheski et al., 2012 ; Mochny et al., 2013 ; Watson et al.,

016 ; Bandler et al., 2000 ). The vlPAG is implicated in inescapable re-

ponses to threat in rodents and the condition is said to be equivalent to

ituations that require the preparation of responses by processing infor-

ation so that a more contextualized, albeit slower, response can be gen-

rated. Most of these assertions, however, are based on animal research.

igher-order human brain systems are more complex when it comes to

hreat processing. Interestingly, a recent study has also demonstrated

hat the vlPAG increases activation with increase in task demands in an

-back working memory task ( Kragel et al., 2018 ). A robust analysis

f data from several studies revealed that PAG activity was observed

uring aversion, situations of negative emotion ( Harrison et al., 2010 ;

eorge et al., 2019 ), and during respiratory distress ( Faull et al., 2016 ;

aull et al., 2019 ). The convergence from these different lines of in-

estigation indicates that the PAG’s role is in monitoring and respond-

ng to cues that predict a high risk of distress and/or a need for self-

reservation. In addition, the PAG’s sensitivity to threat cues indicates

ts function in preparing a response to incoming threats, as suggested

arlier ( Mobbs et al., 2007 ; Wright et al., 2019 ; Wright and McDan-

ald, 2019 ). New studies are needed that are specifically designed to

isentangle the different functional roles of the two columns, with con-

eptual frameworks that bridge the fMRI-based findings and animal-

ased studies. 

A parcellation-based connectomics approach toward functional con-

ectivity demonstrably shows that the dl/lPAG is consistently synchro-

ized with the salience network and the thalamus. The vlPAG also con-
13 
ects with the salience network, but this is relatively sporadic. The

ertinent feature of vlPAG connectivity is that it has more widespread

onnections and frequently synchronizes with memory, language com-

rehension, semantic processing, and primary sensory regions. Since

OLD frequencies fluctuate in the infra-slow range, and are putatively

mportant for synchronizing brain activity, the present findings are re-

ective of how brain-wide interactions mediate the integration of pre-

ictions and priors with bottom-up sensory inputs ( Suarez et al., 2020 ;

eymour and Mancini, 2020 ). The different patterns of connectivity di-

ect us to what is known from animal studies, which show that the

lPAG acts as a neurobiological substrate for goal-oriented responses

o threats ( LeDoux and Daw, 2018 ) and is important in threat con-

extualization such as freezing behavior ( Roelofs, 2017 ; Fanselow and

im, 1992 ). The involvement of the vlPAG in higher-order cognitive

etworks is consistent with vlPAG’s function as a “breaker ” in the

l/lPAG-sympathetic nervous system to prepare appropriate responses

o threats ( Roelofs, 2017 ; Tovote et al., 2016 ). vlPAG connectivity

ith posterior insula and dl/lPAG connectivity with anterior insula

ndicate the role of the posterior insula in computing and propagat-

ng prediction errors ( Barrett and Simmons, 2015 ; Preuschoff et al.,

008 ) and the anterior insula in anticipatory activity ( Atlas et al.,

010 ; Fenton et al., 2015 ; Fazeli and Buchel, 2018 ). Moreover, shifts

n response from salience to higher-order cognitive networks was

hown to mirror the switch between the sympathetic and parasympa-

hetic systems during threats ( Walker and Carrive, 2003 ; Eilam, 2005 ;

oung et al., 2017 ). The dl/lPAG connectivity with the salience net-

ork was consistent across conditions and was even observed during

he LT task synchronization, indicating that the dl/lPAG may be an

ntrinsic component of the salience network. The dl/lPAG activation

atterns are also consistent with its proposed function in sympathetic

rousal to threat ( Roelofs, 2017 ) and fight, flight, or fright responses

 LeDoux and Daw, 2018 ) and thus to threats demanding quicker re-

ponses ( Lumb et al., 2002 ; Parry et al., 2008 ; Fanselow and Kim, 1992 ).

The main limitation of this study is that a higher spatial strength

nd temporal resolution ( > 0.5 s) is said to help with reducing effects of

rainstem noise on data quality. In the absence of required resources,

e selected a sampling rate/voxel size balance that increases tempo-

al sampling rate without negatively impacting the signal to noise ra-

io (SNR). Multibanding at the moderate acceleration factors used in

his study captures more information per unit time in task based fMRI

 Chen et al., 2014 ) and increases sensitivity for detecting task responses

nd improves stability of resting state networks ( Preibisch et al., 2015 ).

 sampling rate at higher acceleration factors ( > 3) significantly drops

he SNR ( Daranyi et al., 2021 ). More research is needed to understand

ow the specific noise correction protocols and higher sampling rates

nfluence fMRI activation results. As was discussed by Napadow , voxel-

ise analyses to map activations in the brainstem is affected by the ar-

ifacts from cerebrospinal fluid in the aqueduct especially when cluster

orrection is used ( Napadow et al., 2019 ). Moreover, the benchmarks

or removing noise in multibanded signals are even less obvious. Hence,

e focused on using data driven approaches to analyze data, and used

ultiple scans collected at a sampling rate that has less negative impact

n SNR. In addition, this was a within subject, group-level design for

omparing two adjacent regions in the brainstem. Moreover, the whole

rain coverage allowed us to study brain wide functional connectivity. 

Note that we relied on a data driven approach of extracting time

eries from defined anatomical regions. The extracted time series were

uxtaposed on the event timings (a decoding approach) ( Upadhyay et al.,

010 ) and the activations were confirmed to be visually and statistically

bvious. The activations in the control brainstem region did not show a

ignificant difference between the task conditions. In addition, we took

he necessary precautions of removing noise artifacts during preprocess-

ng and assured that the data quality was reliable by detecting partici-

ants with high head movement with motion outlier detection. 

The functional connectivity patterns somewhat diverge from a

ew previous studies that used resting state data ( Ezra et al., 2015 ;
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ong et al., 2010 ). This is the first study that demonstrates within-

ubject reproducibility using different types of scans (resting state and

hree pain task scans) and techniques (time-varying and static functional

onnectivity) with high-resolution, multibanded repetitions. 

In conclusion, the PAG is a system of regions that mediate responses

o actual and potential noxious events. The most consistent and notable

nding from the series of investigations is that (1) the dl/lPAG is a key

omponent of the salience network, and (2) vlPAG connectivity is in-

icative of its function in semantic and memory-based contextualization

f threats. Taken together with what is known from animal studies, this

tudy suggests that the dl/lPAG and the vlPAG are important nodes for

rocessing the threat of pain, while performing distinct functions in in-

egrating bottom-up and top-down information from different parts of

he brain, such that noxious events can be appraised and responded to

n a context-specific manner. 
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